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Overview
For more than five years wind power has been boosted in Europe especially in countries such
as Germany, Spain or Denmark. Each of these countries is using or used a feed-in tariff model
as support mechanism to foster the development of renewable technologies. Support
mechanisms have been widely studied in researcher community notably on questions relating
to their compared efficiency regarding the installed capacity, the technological learning or
their impacts on local industry and employment. Nonetheless, few of them analyse the impact
of support mechanisms on the system operation.
The starting point of this paper focuses on one of the support mechanisms which is the feed-in
tariff model, as the one widely used in Europe. The feed-in tariff requires that each kWh
produced by a wind turbine and fed into the grid has to be purchased by a “final obliged
party”, commonly the end users, at a fixed price. The dispatch priority is the other key feature
when applying a feed-in tariff. In case of liberalised electricity markets, this power purchase
obligation has to be born by other actors, which are called “delegated obliged party”. One of
these potential “delegated obliged parties” is the transmission system operator, which is
responsible of the general balance of the electric system. The main question of our paper
concerns the ability of the TSO to manage this new task and the possibility for the TSO to
behave strategically when balancing the wind power output produced under a feed-in tariff.
Methods
We first demonstrate that under a feed-in tariff model, neither the final obliged party nor the
wind power producer can deal with the volume risk. Instead, the TSO becomes a “delegated
obliged party” and manages this new task. For doing that, the TSO develops exchange
schedules to pass on end-users (or suppliers) the true amount of wind power energy they have
to purchase under the feed-in laws. This exchange schedule between TSO and final obliged
parties has to imply (i) a mutualisation of priority production purchase costs, (ii) an
internalisation of uncertainties due to priority production in order to deliver an ex-ante known
quantity before the gate closure and (iii) the non-discrimination of buyers so that they equally
contribute to the priority production purchase proportionally to their consumption.
Some options are available to define the exchange schedule in accordance to these
characteristics. Depending on the chosen option, the shape of the exchange schedule is to be
different.
Results
We show that an inadequacy between the exchange schedule and the realised wind power
output requires the TSO to balance the schedules before the gate closure. In fact, if the choice
of the shape of the exchange schedule is not arbitrary, it could have consequences on costs
and benefits for the TSO due to the balancing realised before the gate closure.
In the case of the TSO is responsible for the volume risk of wind power, he will act as the
other market participant. He will be able to participate to energy markets (forward and
balancing). If we assume that the TSO is not a simple market participant but it is a much more
informed participant, we could assume that this information asymmetry could leave some
place for opportunistic behaviour.

Conclusions
We conclude that the management of wind power output under a feed-in tariff imposes to a
“delegated obliged party” to deal with the volume risk of the wind power. The TSO in order
to manage this task develops new tools called “exchange schedule”. An inadequacy between
the exchange schedule and the realised wind power output requires the TSO to balance the
schedules before the gate closure on energy markets. When realising this balance, the TSO as
a much more informed market participant may adopt different strategies which could impact
his costs and rents.
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